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"THE TIMES": SECRETARY OF STATE'S MEETING WITH MR HUPERT MURDOCH

Present: Secretary of State
Minister of State
'Secretary

Mr liar do ch
Mr Searby

1 The Secretary of State said that there was .a presumption behind
the 'legislation that he had to refer a "newspaper merger' automatically--' ~~
to the MMC unless particular financial and timing considerations applied
which allowed him. to exercise discretion over whether the merger
should "be referred or not. He said that he had still to come to a ¥p
decision on whether-these considerations-applied in this - instance
though he admitted that he was prejudiced in favour of a reference. .: -/
in order to defuse any criticism of the bid. •'•;4:;i;-.̂ -̂ v-.v".;-v.;-v.s;<

2 Mr Murdoch said thatf-the report that his bid would lapse if it
was referred to the MMC was totally misleading. He claimed that when
he said that he was merely responding to the Thomson deadline. He
.still, assumed .that it would be difficult for Thomsons to negotiate , - ; ;
extended deadlines .with the unions though if they managed to .do this
he was prepared to co-operate with an MMC investigation. At the same
time he did point out that a reference would create problems both for
himself as it would delay his .own negotiations with the unions and for ,;V:V
Thomsons as the uncertainty would cause loss of advertising revenue •-.
which would make-their overall losses even'greater. ." ..'"'•'

3 The Minister of State said that it v/as'unfortunate that the
press reports had created a misleading impression about Mr Murdoch's
intentions if a reference was made. .Mr Murdoch suggested that it'was
easy for him to correct this impression by writing a letter to
"The Times". ... . .;.

4- The Secretary of State said that if the "bid was referred he
would encourage"the MMC to complete their investigation in less than
the three month period allowed under the Act. The Secretary pressed
Mr Murdoch to. confirm that he would not withdraw his bid .if. Thomsons
agreed to extend their deadlines. Mr Murdoch assured him that he
.would not. Mr Searby said that the delay caused ~by a reference would
reduce the value of the 'titles' and that as a result it would be
necessary to renegotiate the terms of the deal with Thomsons.

5 The Secretary of State said that if he used his consent powers
there would be great public interest in the conditions that he attached
to his agreement. He considered that there would need to be an extremely
comprehensive set of assurances to allay the fears that had been
expressed. Mr Murdoch said that he was happy to see the assurances
that he had given on editorial independence given some statutory
backing.. Mr Beckett noted that some of Murdoch's assurances, for
instance those relating to the appointment of the national directors
and the continuation of the papers as separate newspapers could go in
the consent letter whereas others could be framed in the Articles of
Association. Mr Murdoch also said that he was prepared to go further
than he had previously on the number.of national directors. He added
•that the lords Astor, MacGregor and Grqgheda had already agreed to join
his. Board as national directors.



6 B̂BBBBB̂ B̂ aid that if a decision was taken to refer the merger
it would probably take place .by the middle- "of the- week. .He, hoped, that
the MMG would be able to report by 25 March and that the Secretary of
State could then reach his decision by' the end of that month. On the ;,; .
basis of that hypothesis he suggested that Thomsons would, only have" to
extend their deadlines by about four weeks. Mr Searby said that there
was no point in the MKG beginning an investigation before the deal
with Thomsons was re-negotiated. He considered that this would take
at least two weeks and that there was no guarantee that the negotiations

• would be : successful. Mr ;; Murdo.ch pointed. ..out. ::thatu;af ter,,...the reference.. :„:-•;.
had been decided (assuming it was in his favour) he would have to
negotiate with the unions so that in practice the newspapers would have .
to be kept going for about two months after the existing deadlines. :

7 Mr Searby then expressed concern at the way in which an announce- ,1
ment of a reference was likely to be presented. The Secretary of State
assured him that a reference was a neutral act and that this would be
made clear at the- time ofi'rany announcement. : -..

•'••• . .,'iV ••v:ti"v- '.••'/ "••''. '••••-.." .-'. *>.'• "•.' '.i '...,.: •''

8 '-The Secretary of State concluded that in his political judgement . '
an MMC investigation would be the best means of. defusing criticism. ...
He considered that- the MMC would be able to complete a report in ; ':
about eight weeks and he hoped that Mr Murdoch -would, encourage -Thomsons -
to- extend their deadlines so as to allow such an investigation to -
take place. V' - ' v . : " ; . , • : ' . .r :;-.vv%/ : : / ; - - . ' - :' -.-;;-.i ^^^c^'^'^^^i-
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